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ABSTRACT
Krisnanda, Yohana Chandria Wening. 2004. The Effect of Usine Dictation-
Composition (Dicto-Comp) in Teachine Nanative Writing on the
Students' Writing Achievement, S-1 Thesis, English Department
Faculty of Teacher Training and Education Widya Mandala Surabaya
Catholic University. Advisors: (i) Dr. Wuri Soedjatmiko. (ii) Basilius
Himawan Setvo Wibowo- M.Hum.
Kn-y words: writing, narrative writing, dicto-comp, ctchieventent, und
brainl;torm ing.
This thesis deals with the teaching writing to English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) student. Considering some difficulties that are faced by the EFL
students in writing class such as: generating ideas on paper, encountering
appropriate vocabulary, and arranging the ideas coherently in the new language,
the rwiter wants to knorv rvhether there is a significant difference between
students' narrative rvriting achievement rvho are taught using dictation-
composition (dicto-comp) and those who are taught using brainstorming.
Based on the above background, the central question to be ans*'ered in
this study is: Is there a signihcant difference between students' writing
achievement who are taught using dicto-comp and those rvho are taught using
brainstorming? The major theory used in this study is the theory of learning
psychology and the nature ofshemata. In dicto-comp a passage is read to a class,
and then students must write out what they understand and remember from the
passage, keeping as closely to the original as possible but using their oun words
when necessary.
This study is a quasi-experimental design. The subjects of this study
are Class B (control group) and Class D (experimental group) of the second
semester students in English Department who are taking Writing A. To collect
the data, the writer uses a written test in the form of rvriting narrative composition
for the experimental group and control group. The data of this study is the
students' posttest scores.
Later, the writer analyzes the data by using statistical formula: t- test.
After analyzing the dat4 the writer found that there is no significant difference in
the students' narrative writing achievement who are taught using dicto-comp and
those who are taught using brainstorming.
Finally, from the above finding, the writer sees that actually teaching
narrative writing through dicto-comp and through brainstorming are both of the
same quality. There is no one best teaching technique in this study. The writei'
suggests that to conduct research in writing, the writer should have more series of
the treatments so that the students became familiar with the technique, in this case
dicto-comp. Learning to rwite a composition is the same with a process of one
thought into a piece ofpaper. A short and sudden technique that is applied to the
students might cause uneasiness to the students.
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